We begin the systematic study of knot polynomials for the twist satellites of a knot, when its strand is substituted by a 2-strand twist knot. This is a generalization of cabling (torus satellites), when the substitute of the strand was a torus knot. We describe a general decomposition of satellite's colored HOMFLY in those of the original knot, where contributing are adjoint and other representations from the "E 8 -sector", what makes the story closely related to Vogel's universality. We also point out a problem with lifting the decomposition rule to the level of superpolynomials -it looks like such rule, if any, should be different for positive and negative twistings.
Introduction
Knot polynomials [1] are the only observables in the Chern-Simons theory [2] . They are at once the simplest among the Wilson loop averages in gauge theories and among explicit realizations of dualities (modular transformations) in conformal theories. They are essentially non-perturbative and reveal the relevance of topologicalfield-theory description of non-perturbative physics. They can be explicitly calculated -and thus provide a set of exactly solvable examples for all above-mentioned topics, which are undoubtedly the central ones of today's theoretical physics.
Still, the theory of knot polynomials is making just its first steps, and explicit calculations are still available only for very restricted classes of knots. Any extension of these classes is valuable and can help to identify the general properties of physical observables and build their alternative descriptions, which do not refer to gauge theory formalism and can be used in confinement phases. In this letter we suggest one of such awaited extensions: from any previously-studied knot to its k-twisted satellite, which is usually a knot of a far more complicated structure. Still, as we demonstrate, its knot polynomials can be directly reduced to those of the original knot, i.e. we can actually build an infinite sequence knot −→ its satellites −→ satellites of these satellites −→ . . . leading to knots of arbitrary high complexity. This letter is just the first step, but the idea should be clear -as well as the many challenges and problems it can raise and resolve.
Whitehead doubles
The k-twist satellite, also known as Whitehead double, S k (K) of K is defined [3] as the image of the twist knot Twist k , naturally embedded into a 3d solid torus, which is then identified with the tubular neighborhood of the knot K:
with a fragment of its tubular neighborhood S k (3 1 ) = k−twist satellite of the trefoil with w
Twist k and K are often called respectively the pattern and the companion of the satellite S k (K). Likewise one can define satellites of other types, e.g. with patterns which are torus knots (satellites in this case would be just the ordinary cablings [4] of K), but in this letter we concentrate on the k-twist ones.
HOMFLY polynomials for satellites
According to [5] , reduced HOMFLY polynomial in representation Q for a knot K, described as a closure of an m-strand braid is given by
where R Y is a convolution of R-matrices in Tanaka-Krein representation, which are square matrices of the size mult Y × mult Y and mult Y is the multiplicity of representation Y in the decomposition of the product
Now, the satellite S k (K) is obtained by substituting the knot by a 2-wire antiparallel cable, carrying representation R ⊗R, and by changing one of the m traces for a cut of the twist knot Twist k+w K ′ . Here w K ′ is the writhe number of K ′ , which actually depends on the 2d knot diagram, not just on the knot -we put prime over K to remind about this diagram dependence. In what follows we often write just w instead of w K ′ to simplify the formulas. Strictly speaking the satellite itself also depends on the knot diagram, but this dependence can be compensated by the shift of k, see (23) below for a simple example -and we omit prime in
From this picture we read:
For K = unknot with H unknot = 1 eq. (3) reduces to the evolution formula from [6] 
The delicate point, however, is that representationR and thus the emerging Q explicitly depend on N , which parameterizes the gauge algebra sl N . In this situation the definition of A-dependent polynomials, like HOMFLY, requires additional care. Following [7] we define them as uniform polynomials H, with the property
and similarly for all other Q ∈ R ⊗R. The point is that A-dependence of H Q captures both the A-dependence of H Q (A) and N -dependence of Q. In result, for example, the special and Alexander polynomials [8] 
and
see [7] for further details. Since H (3) is well defined, appearance of the uniform HOMFLY at the r.h.s. makes the identity a little less obvious and calls for independent checks. 
where {x} = x − x −1 and the uniform adjoint [7] HOMFLY polynomials H K adjoint for many simple knots are available from [7, 9, 10 ].
Uniform adjoints of twist knots
As the simplest examples, the uniform adjoints for the trefoil and the figure eight knots are
Refs. [7] and [9] describe evaluation of these polynomials respectively for arbitrary torus and arborescent [11] knots. In this letter we consider just two simplest knot families: 2-strand torus Torus [2,2p+1] and twist Twist p . We denote the evolution parameters by p instead of k, because these knots will play the role of companions, while k was used to parameterize the pattern. Both families are handled by the evolution method [6, 8] , which in the case of torus families leads to standard the Rosso-Jones formula [8, 12] . Evolution in parameter p in both cases -along the 2-strand twist and torus families -are described by the sums over seven representations from the square of adjoint
Pluses and minuses mark representations from symmetric and antisymmetric squares respectively -this affects the signs of the eigenvalues. Since adjoint is self-conjugate there is no difference between adjoint⊗adjoint and adjoint ⊗2 , associated with the antiparallel (twist) and parallel (torus) strands. The difference between the two evolutions is that in the torus case the weights in the sums are just dimensions, thus the contributions of two adjoints differ only by signs and cancel each other. Also in the torus case eigenvalues are inverted µ Q −→ µ −1 Q as compared to (10) and multiplied by an overall factor A 4(2k+1) to provide the answer in topological framing [7] :
In this form, however, obscure is the differential-expansion structure [13] , which is important to explain the cancelation of {A} 2 in denominator of (8) . One can rewrite this formula as
where the combination of four terms in braces is actually a Laurent polynomial, but this is not transparent and therefore not very useful. For generic twist knot one needs a new calculation, which gives
-and if p is odd, then the first factor is divisible by [2] , otherwise, if p is even, the second factor is further factorized into (q p/2 + q −p/2 ) 2 · (q p/2 + q −p/2 ) 2 , and either p/2 is odd and [2] divides the first factor, or the second factor is further factorized, and so on.
The special uniform adjoint polynomials at q = 1 are full squares of the fundamental ones, as usual [7] :
6 HOMFLY for twisted satellites of 2-strand torus and twist knots
Making use of these formulas we obtain for K = 3 1 = trefoil :
Note that k here is actually k + w 
To this one can add the particular (fundamental) case of (4):
Eqs. (12), (13) and (8) provide the fundamental HOMFLY for arbitrary k-twisted satellite of arbitrary 2-strand torus knot:
and of arbitrary twist knot: 20) and the special polynomials for these satellites are just
+2p + 1 and
Note that because of the difference in write numbers in the 2-strand torus and twist realisations we have for the trefoil = 3 1 = Torus [2, 3] = Twist 1 in the role of the companion S k (Torus [2, 3] 
with two different twist knots in the role of a pattern.
A puzzle with superpolynomials
Superpolynomials [8, 14, 15] are the t-deformations of HOMFLY, depending on an extra parameter t = −q/t, which are positive Laurent polynomials (i.e. all items enter with non-negative integer coefficients) in the DGR variables [15] q = t,
It could seem that eq. (3) allows a straightforward deformation from HOMFLY to superpolynomials, if positive adjoint superpolynomials are known for K.
The celebrated example of such deformation is that of [6] for twist-knots HOMFLY in symmetric and antisymmetric representations. In the simplest case of the fundamental representation it is
In the case of twist knots
For negative values of k ≤ 0 this gives a positive polynomial, while for k > 0 we get instead a pure negative expression, with the first item 1 canceled with −1 coming from the second piece of the formula. Note that for knots of other types q 2 can also require deformation: the rule is not fully universal, see [6] for details. Another remark is that the deformation {q} 2 −→ (q − t −1 )(t − q −1 ) is exactly the one used in [16] to handle representation [21 ] (which is actually the adjoint for sl 3 ), and it is in conflict with the Hurwitz structure in the case of hyperpolynomials [17] .
It can seem that eq. (8) in its second version is nicely consistent with the deformation to superpolynomials: if H − 1 and H − 1 are changed for positive superpolynomials for the pattern and companion, the sum could also be interpreted as a positive superpolynomial for the satellite. However, things are not so simple. There are at least three immediate difficulties.
1) It is not quite so simple to find a positive polynomial deformation of (13), i.e. adjoint superpolynomials are a puzzle already for the simplest possible twist knots in the role of companions.
2) The most naive deformation of the coefficient in (8) is negative rather than positive:
3) As we explained in the previous paragraphs the superpolynomials H for the twist knots, used as a pattern, are actually positive for k ≤ 0 and get negative for k > 0. At the same time the last term in (8) does not depend on k, and can not change sign together with it. As a simple example we can take a naive t-deformation of (16):
and the boxed ratio is a positive/negative polynomial depending on the sign of k. This means that the r.h.s. can actually contain terms of different signs, while the l.h.s. is a polynomial for satellite in the fundamental representation, and there is no doubt that pure positive (or pure negative) superpolynomials exists in this case. (8) does not survive the t-deformation. It remains for the future to understand what is actually true. Whatever will be the outcome, there is a well defined problem to build the fundamental superpolynomials for satellites -if (8) does not help, one should look for alternative ways to solve it.
Conclusion
In this letter we originated the study of knot polynomials for twisted satellite knots. This is a very interesting class, providing a new way to extend the results for twist [18] and arborescent [11] knots to far more complicated knots.
An interesting part of the story is that the answers are naturally sums over representations from Q ∈ R ⊗R, which include adjoint representation and its descendants, forming the so called E 8 sector of representation theory, which is known [7, 9] to respect Vogels's universality [19] , i.e. can be described as a 3-parametric family, where all simple gauge algebras appear at particular values of these parameters. Especially amusing is that these universal expressions involve the somewhat peculiar uniform polynomials [7] (a kind of projective limit) -still they enter formulas for ordinary HOMFLY of satellites, beginning from the fundamental ones. Since these latter ones are perfectly well defined, we get a new way to test the relevance of uniform HOMFLY -however the simplest of the satellites has 14 crossings and additional work is needed to directly calculate its fundamental HOMFLY.
Another direction, open by our study, concerns superpolynomials. This time it is important the adjoint representations of sl N algebras are non-rectangular [21 N −2 ] -and it is a long-standing problem what are the superpolynomials in non-rectangular case, do they exist at all and are they positive. At least the hyperpolynomials [20] , which seem best respecting the algebraic structures, are known to be non-positive beyond rectangular representations, see [16] and [17] for detailed exposition of the problem. If, despite the problems summarized in sec.7, decomposition like (8) of knot polynomials for satellites can be lifted to superpolynomials, this would open an additional channel to study the problem -at least for uniform superpolynomials from adjoint family.
In this letter we made just the first steps along this new path, and there are clearly many more to do. Most important, we now have all the tools for further investigation -the next steps look tedious, but doable. We hope that new results will follow in the near perspective.
